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INTRODUCTION 
An i sotope separa t or system called "TRISTAN" (5, 9) has been developed 
to study short - lived ac tivities produced at the Ames Laboratory Research 
Reactor . As shown in Figure 1, TRISTAN currently consis t s of a fissionable 
source located in a reactor b e am tube , a transport l ine to the ion source, 
the isot ope separ a t or, a collector box where the mass desir ed is selected, 
and a switching magnet which direc t s the ion beam to one of five detect ion 
stations wher e the ions are deposited . The radioactive ions are then 
stud i ed by s ui tabl e det ec tor s . The types of s tudies that can be made with 
the sys t em include half life determination, measurement of beta and gannna-
ray spectra, and measurement of delayed neutron emission from fission prod -
uct precursors. Th e system operates on - line with the r eactor and can pro -
vide a continuous supply of single mass radioactive ions at the desired 
de tector s t ation. 
Since the rad i oactive nuclides produced are primary fission products 
they are relatively far from the stability line a nd can give ris e t o long 
decay chains. Thus, even though the isotope separator can continue to 
supply radioactive ions to the detector station to compensate for decay , 
the buildup of the daught er product activiti es soon creates an intolerable 
background from an analysis standpoint . Thus a device is required at the 
dvtection point that will provide a method of separating the activities of 
the individual isobars of a part i c ular decay chain. 
One method for accomplishing an i sobaric separation is to place a 
movable t ape at the de t ec t or station and allow the isotope separator beam 
to be deposited on the tape. A device called a moving tape collector has 
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Figure 1 . Layout of TRISTAN on -line isotope separat or system 
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been des i gned and buil t for this purpose by the Mechanical Engineering Sec -
t ion of the Ames Laboratory Reactor Division . 
I n the work which follows, the gen er al problem of determining the 
method of oper ation of such a device for obtaining op timum activity separa -
tion of each member of a decay chain is investigated . The charac teristics 
peculiar to the moving tape collector installed in the TRISTAN system are 
present ed. Tables a r e given which show the maximum activity separation 
corresponding t o the optimum method of operation of the moving tape collec -
tor fo r all fission product decay c hains capable of being produced by the 
sourc e. 
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REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
The problem of continuously separating the activities of isobars in 
long decay chains was fi rst encountered in the application of i sotope 
separa tors to the s tudy of fission product activities . Prior t o that de -
veloprnent it was not possible to produc e s uch activities . Since the appli -
cation of on-line isotope separat ion t echniques to the s tudy of short-
lived ac tivities i s a relative ly r ecent development, v ery little has been 
published concerning the problem of isobaric activity separation at the 
de t ec tor s t a Lion. 
Borg e t al. (3), in r e porting on experiences with a similar isotope 
separ ator sys t em, descr ibe a moving tape collector which uses a closed 
loop of tape driven at a constant speed . The device was successful in 
separating the activities of two -member decay chains . 
A grou p at Prince ton University, Sidenius et a l. ( 8), ha s designed a 
moving tape collector of open loop des i gn to separate the activities of 
2s~ 
s hort-l i ved products from Cf ~ spontaneou s fission . The device has been 
~pplicd t o the Xe 140 and Xe142 decay c hains (1). 
Finally, Crancon and Moussa (4 ), working with a r eactor on - line i so -
tape separator a t the Corruni ssariat a l'Ener gie At omique in France, have 
r eport ed on a time sequencing t echnique for accomplishing ac tivity separa -
tion of the Kr94 decay chain but do not report any results from the use of 
moving tape collector separ a tion techniques . 
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DESCRIPTION OF THE MOVING TAPE COLLECTOR 
Introduction 
The moving t ape collector is a high vacuum box that cont ains a tape 
t ransport sys t em, pene tration s for the ion beam input and vacuum pump 
connec tion, mounts for detector placement, and shie lding ma t er ial . Figure 
2 is a pho t ograph of t he t ape co ll ec t or with a s i de pane l , some of the in -
ternal shielding, a nd the t ape reel cover removed . No t e that the tape 
supply and take - up reels a r e the s t andar d 7 inch diame t er size . 
Figure 3 shows vertical and horizontal c r oss section de t a il drawings 
of the t ape collec t or . Aluminum construction is used t hr oughout unless 
other wise noted. The main body of the device is a hollow box 15 . 75 inches 
by 14 inches by 6 inches. Four de t ec tor mounts, a beam input tube , a 
vacuum connec tion, a tape r ee l support, a t ape r ee l cov er, and the tape 
drive motor a r c a ttach ed t o the out s id e of the box . The t ape transport 
mechanism, lead shield ing , and detec t or collimators are mounted inside the 
bo~ . 
The Tape Transport System 
The t ape transport system consists of a drive motor, the internal tape 
transport mec hani sm including the s upply and take - up reels, and the tape 
itself . The dr ive motor used is a Slo - Syn, model SS50 - 1009 , stepping 
motor. The mot or is operated by a drive unit that s upplies appropriate 
voltage pulses to the motor such that 200 pulses (or s t eps) are required to 
rotate the motor shaft through one revolution . By count ing the total num -
ber of input voltage steps to the motor the t otal angle of r otation of the 
s haft can be ca lculated . Likewise, the inpu t s t ep r ate determines the 
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angular veloc ity of the motor shaft. A stepping motor provides a precise 
me thod of shaft positioning and shaft speed adjustments so long as the 
torque load to the shaft remains within the motor torque limitations. 
The internal tape t ransport mechani sm i s supported by a Lexan plastic 
mounting plate (for the purpose of e lectrical isolation t o enab le ion beam 
current measurement) and cons ists of a nominal one -inch diame t er caps tan, 
a spring l oad ed backing roller, and sever al additional guid e r oller s lo -
cated around the t ape track to insure proper tape position and al i gnment . 
The s t epping motor dr ives the capstan via a vacuum rotary-motion f e ed -
through. The capstan surface is coated with a rubbe r base compound to re -
duc e sl i ppage and the spring load ed backing roller he lps to insure good 
contact betwe en the t ape and the capstan. The tape s upply and take -up 
r eels are provided with mechanical slip clutche s that ar e ad justed t o main -
tain proper tape t en s ion . Th e take -up r eel drive is provided by an 0 -ring 
be lt connec t ed to the caps t an s haft. Thus, during operation the t ape move s 
from the supply reel, pas t the beam deposit point, around the pe riphery of 
the box , over the c apst an , and ont o the take - up r eel . 
The tape used in the moving tape co llector i s a 0 . 25 inc h , Kapton- base 
t ape with a me taliz ed coating c onsis ting of a c oba lt and nicke l alloy. The 
tape (Pyrotrack, manufactured by La sh Laboratories , San Diego, Cal i fornia) 
is designed for high t emperature applicat i on s and it was s e l ec t ed because 
the metalized conduct ing coating is u sefu l for measuring the ion c urrent 
when t he b eam is be ing d eposited on the tape . Al so, the high t emperature 
pr operti es r educe the possibility of the t a pe being d istort ed f r om l ocal 
heating by the ion beam at the point of d epos it. 
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Detector Arrangement 
The moving tape collector provides four det ec tor position s . Each de -
t ec tor position includes an ex t erna l detector mounting port, an internal 
lead collima tor that provides a view of a small portion of the t ape , and 
additional int er nal shie lding to minimize the detec tion of activi t y from 
ot her portions of the tape . As s hown in the upper half of Figure 3, ther e 
arc t wo detector posi t ions located a t the centerline of the beam deposi t 
point; they are des i gnat ed 1 -A and 1 -B. The lower half of Figure 3 shows 
the l ocations of detec t ors 2 and 3, which can be used for simultaneous 
a nalys i s of long -lived activi t i es . 
At each det ec t or location a 3 inch diamet er hole i s provided in the 
tape collector box wall and the de t ector mount ing por t i s a ttached with a 
vacuum seal. The det ec tor mount i s a 3 . 5 inch inside diameter by 3 inch 
deep r ec ep t ac l e with a 0 .0625 inch thick end plate fac ing the l ead colli-
ma tor . The distance f rom the detec t or mount end plate to the center line 
of the t ape i s 3 inches at positions 1-A and 1-B a nd 2 . 25 inches at posi -
tions 2 and J . Each det ector mount can accomodate both NaI(Tl) and Ge (Li) 
ganuna -ray de t ec t ors . Position 1 - B can be made t o acconnnoda t e a beta-ray 
det ec t or ( plastic scintillator or Si(Li) det ector ) . 
The collimat ors a t position 1 -A and 1 -B consist of a machined, tapered 
hole through the 1 .75 inch thick lead s hie ld placed between the detector 
mount end p l a t e and the tape. The collimator ho l es have the a pproximate 
d imen sions of 0.2 5 inches by 0.75 inches on the side fac ing the tape which 
expands t o a circle of one inch diameter on the side facing the det ec t or . 
The collimator holes at positions 2 a nd 3 have a pproxi mately the same 
dimen sion s except that the lead shield s are 1 . 375 i nc hes thick. 
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At the point of beam deposit (i .e ., at the cent er line of detector 
positions 1 -A and 1-B) the tape is rotated 30° out of its plane of travel 
to increas e the source area presented to the detectors. An equivalent tape 
width of 0 . 125 inches (as viewed by the detectors) is produced and the 
direc t ion of rotation is such that the activity observed at pos ition 1 -A 
must pass through the tape whi le the det ector at 1 - B views the deposit 
point d irectly. The centerlines of det ec t ors 2 and 3 are perpendicular to 
the plane of the tape . 
Types of Opera t ion 
The moving tape collector can be operated e ither continuously or dis -
continuously. Continuous operation is used when it is desired to move the 
t ape at some required ve loc ity and discontinuous oper ation i s used when it 
is desir ed to move the tape some required total distance . 
Continuous operation is accomplished by supplying a constant pul se 
rate to the motor drive unit c ausing the tape to move at a con s t ant number 
of s t eps per unit time . In the discontinuous mode the t ape can be moved a 
<lcsir ed distance from some initial position by supplying a known t o t a l num-
ber of pulscH to the motor drive unit . 
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THIDRETICAL DEVELOPMENT 
The buildup and decay of the activity deposited on the t a pe of a mov-
ing t ape collector is exactly analogous to the continuous buildup and decay 
of activity in fission product decay chains. 
An example is the following simple decay chain in which the produc tion 
term is limited to the first member . 
(1) 
The total amount of any chain member at any t i me i s given by the familiar 
Ba t eman ( 2 ) equation which can be written in the fo llowing contemporary 
fo rm 
(2) 
wher e 
T buildup time 
Td decay time 
A· = d ecay constant for the i-th member of the chain 1 
pl = production rate of the first member of the chain 
A mor e useful form of Equation 2 gives the activity of any c ha in member a t 
any time as 
(3) 
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In general, the buildup and decay of fission product s in a fissionable 
source is complicated by the addi tion of production t erms all along the d e -
cay c hain. Wah l ct al . (10) show that the nuclear charge dis tribution for 
any mass number, A, i s approx imately Gaussian a bout the most probable 
charge, zp. Thus the ac tual decay chain can be shown schema tically as 
Pi P2 P3 
Nr 
Ar 
N2 
\2 
N3 
\3 
N4 
A4 (4) 
The above decay scheme can be r epresent ed as the s um of the thr ee partial 
decay schemes shown below 
Pi 
N' Ar N' A2 N' A3 N' A4 
(5) 
I 2 3 4 
~ 
N" \2 N" A3 N" \4 (6) 2 3 4 
P3 
N"' A3 N'" A4 (7) 
3 4 
The solution for the total activity of a ny member of th e general 
sch eme 4, is just the s um of tha t ac tivity i n each of the partial schemes , 
5, 6, and 7. The so lutions fo r the partial decay schemes are given by 
Equation 3 above . The solution for scheme 5 is 
( 8 ) 
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where the superscript indicates the activity due to the production t e rm P1 . 
For scheme 6 the solution is 
(9) 
Similarly for scheme 7 
(10) 
The t otal activity for any member of scheme 4 is the n 
L 
(I) (2) (3) \ (m) 
Ai(T,7d) = .L\(T,7d) +Ai (T,'d) +Ai (T,'Jd) + ... = L Ai (T,'d) (11) 
m = I 
where L = number of production terms. 
Substituting Equations 8, 9, and 10 into Equation 11 y i e l ds 
(12) 
where 
i = ith member of the decay chain 
m mth produc tion t e rm 
L numbe r of production t erms 
i > ID 
Sinc e the separation of activit i es is determined by the ratio of the 
activity of the member of inte r es t to the total activity present, the ex -
pression desired is 
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N 
R;(T,7,j) = A;(T,Td) I L A;(T1cJ) (13) 
i = I 
where N i s the to t al numbe r of members in t he d ec ay c ha in and Ai(T , Td ) i s 
de fined by Equa t ion 12 . 
When a det ec t or i s used t o observe the ac tivi t y of a decay chain mem-
ber t he measurement r equires a f ini t e period of t ime cal l ed t he c ount time , 
Tc . Le t Di (T ,Td ,Tc ) be the int egrat ed ac tivity over the count time , thus 
(14) 
Now subst itut i ng for Ai (T, Td ) from Equa t i on 12 and per forming the indicat ed 
oper a tion yie l ds 
(15 ) 
The r a tio of the individual integrated activity t o the t o t a l i n t e -
gr a t ed act i vi t y i s a measure of the separat ion obtained during the measure -
mcn t period . Le t Si (T , Td ,Tc ) be the r a tio defined by 
N 
S;(T;Jd ,-i;,) = D;(T,Td ;1;,) I L D;(T,Td ;r.:) (16 ) 
i =I 
Equ3 t ions 12 , 13 , 15 , and 16 descr i be the bu i l du p , decay , and t otal 
obser vable d i sint egr a tion s on a moving t ape s ub j ec t t o ac tivity depos i t i on 
by a beam f r om a mass separa t or where T i s t aken t o be the beam deposi t ion 
t i me , Td the s ubsequ ent delay time , and Tc t he t o t a l c ount time . 
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ANALYTICAL SOLUTION AND OPTIMIZATION SCHEME 
In thi s section the methods of solution of Equations 12, 13, 15, and 
16 are presented . The optimization scheme is then outlined . 
Method of Analytical Solution 
A computer program called ISOBAR was written for the IBM-360 - 65 com-
puter. It calculates the value of Ai(T,Td), Ri(T,Td), Di(T,Td,Tc), and 
Si(T,Td,Tc) (as given by Equations 12, 13, 15, and 16 r espectively) for 
any selected value of T, Td, or Tc and for all i such that l~i~N . The 
program listing and flow chart for ISOBAR are given in Appendix A. 
The buildup and decay scheme shown in Equation 4 is a schematic repre -
sentation of the fo l lowing coupled differential equations. 
N1 = Pi - \ 1N1 
N2 = ~ + A1N1 -A2N2 
N3 = P3 + A2N2-A3N3 
The Equations 17 can be rewritten as activity equations to yield 
A, =A1P1 - A1A1 
Az =A.2~+\2A1-A2A2 
A3 = A3P3+ A3Az- A3A3 
Since the Equa t ions 18 arc well suited to analog computer solution, an 
(17) 
(18) 
annlog technique was used to check the operation of the ISOBAR program. 
Appendix B shows the analog wiring diagram, magnitud e scaled equations, 
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and the agreement ob t ained for a fictitious t es t decay chain . Th e analog 
solutions shown in Appendix B verified t he operation of the ISOBAR program 
fo r t otal activity calculations . 
The ISOBAR prog r am i s written in double precision and pr ovides a 
r a pid and accurate calcu lation of the activity separation and integrated 
ac tivity ratio of all members of a given decay chain wh en provided with 
the ma gnitud es of the production terms, the decay chain member half - lives, 
;:rnd the va lues of T , Td , and Tc . 
Inc lucl cd in the ISOBAR progr a m is a subroutine called CALTAB . The 
s ubroutine calculat es and prints out a t able of values of Ri(T,Td) and the 
frac tional s,1 turatcd activity of Ai· (T ,Td) for (t1 ) . /10 < T,d < lO(t 1). and 
2 l. - - .z l. 
(t ~)i/1000 5 T ~ lO (t~)i wh er e (t~)i is the ha lflife in seconds of the i-th 
member of th e decay chain . The table provides a rapid vi sual method of de -
t ermining the approximat e r egion wh ere t he maximum value of Ri(T,Td) occurs . 
Optimization Scheme 
As noted above, if the count time i s disregarded the optimum activi ty 
separation for any member of a g iven decay chain is ob t ained when Ri(T;Td) 
of Equa tion lJ i s a maximum . The function Ri(T,Td ) is a surface above the 
T-7d plane . The optimization scheme defines a procedur e for finding t he T 
and Td tha L y idds the highest point on the surface . 
An iterative t echnique using a s t eepes t ascent method was indicated 
.::rnd tl1L' iorn1u l.::ition by McElhonc ( 7) was employed . Using an initial esti -
mate for T nnd Td obtnincd from thl· ISOBAR program , a point on th e surface 
is calculated . From tha t point a unit vector is generated that points in 
the direction of s t eepes t ascent along the s ur face . An arbitrarily 
17 
spec ified s t ep size is then impressed on the unit vector and new values of 
T and Td obtained . A new Ri(T,Td) is calculated and compared to the previ-
ous value . If the new r a tio is greater th e values of T and Td are stored 
and a new unit vector is calculat ed . I f the new ratio is smaller then the 
s tep size is decreased and other tria l values of T and Td arc calculated . 
The process continues until no f urther improvement in Ri(T,Td) is obtained . 
Then the maximum value of Ri(T,Td) and the corresponding values of T and Td 
are print ed out and the procedure is repeated for the next member of the 
decay chain . Examination of the output of CALTAB indicates the existance 
of only a s ingle maximum . 
A program called ISOMAX was written for the IBM- 360 - 65 that performs 
the optimization ite rative procedure . The program listing for ISOMAX is 
given in Appendix C. 
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DISCUSSION OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
Introduction 
When the moving tape collec t or is operated in the continuous mode t he 
optimization times T and Td calculated by ISOMAX and the counting times 
T can be rela t ed to the tape collec tor operational parameters by appropri -
c 
a t e equa tions . The r esu lt s of the measured tape collec t or parameter s and 
the equa tion s relating them to the optimization times a r e presented in 
this sec tion . 
When the tape c oll ec tor is operated in the discontinuou s mode the pri-
mary conce rn is that the t ape is transported over the r equired distance 
without slippa ge or missed steps . Appropriat e measurements were made t o 
verify the positioning accuracy of the device . 
The maximum attainable ac tivity separation at each detector s tation 
is also determined by the int ernal shielding arrangement . Cross det ection 
is defined as the det ec t ion of t ape activity when the act ive portion of t he 
t a pe is l ocated a t some posit ion o the r t han in front of the l ead coll imator 
npcrtur c of the de t ec t or in use . The cross det ection properties are a 
direct measure o f t he internal shiel d ing e ff ec tiveness . 
The results of the measurements of the mechanical properties and per-
formance and the cross de t ec tion charact eris tics of the moving tape 
collec tor a r c presented in thi s sec tion . 
Moving Tape Collector Parame t ers 
Definition of parameters 
If the tape collector parameters are defined as follows : 
D = Capstan d iame t er (inc hes) 
a nd 
19 
c Mot or constant (200 steps/revolution) 
K Proportionality constant ( s t eps/inch) 
h Ion beam h e ight (inches) 
D2 Distance from centerline of d e t ector 1 to 2 (inches) 
D3 Di s t anc e from c enterline of d e t ector 1 to 3 (inches ) 
al = L ead collimator aperture at detector 1 (inches) 
a 2 = Lead collimator aperture at detector 2 (inche s ) 
a3 Lead collimator aper ture at de t ector 3 (inches) 
(ai) eff Effec tive lead collimator aperture at de t ec t or i (inches) 
the var i a ble s of int er r~t a r e defined by 
F 
v 
T 
= Motor d rive input pulse rate ( s t eps/second) 
Tape spe ed (inches/ ~econd) 
= Col l ection time a t beam deposit point 
= Del ay during coun ting period at detector 1 
De lay time from end of beam deposit to start of det ection 
period ( second s ); i = 2, 3 
=Counting time a t detector (seconds ); i 1) 2) 3 
Then th e following relationships hold 
v FTr D (19) c 
T = lL (20) v 
(7ci) 1 ::; 
a1-h (21) 2V 
C7d) i = 
Di - 112 ( h + a i) 
i = 2,3 (22) v 
(7~\ = (Oi )eff i =I ,2 ,3 (23) v 
20 
Aperture control device 
Figure 4 shows an enlar ged view of t he t ape pa t h in the v i cinity of 
detector position 2 . The device shown pr ovi des a method of increasing the 
effective aper ture of the lead collimator at detector 2 by doubling the 
tape back a maximum of four t imes requiring t he depos i ted activity on the 
tape to make a to t al of five passes pas t the collimator . The aperture con -
trol device can also be threaded for three passes or a single pass past 
the collimator opening. Thus , the effective aperture is defined as 
k = I, 3, 5 (24) 
wh~re the k subscript indicates the number of passes . Note that c1 = l and 
the value of ( a
2
)eff fork= 3 and 5 are given in the next section . Since 
no provision for aper t ure control is provided at detectors 1 and 3 , (a1) eff= 
a 1 and (a3 )eff = a 3 • 
Measurements and r esults 
Figur e 5 shows the experimental ar rangement used to measure the tape 
col l ector constants . The signal to the motor drive unit (Slo-Syn Transla -
tor) was fed from a square wave oscillator through a relay . The relay was 
controlled by t h e timer - scaler unit s uch that when the timer was in opera -
tion the n'lay closed. The signal from the oscillator was simultaneously 
[eel to th~' sc.'..llcr portion of the timer - scaler unit which recorded the total 
numb~r of pL1lsc s sent to the motor drive unit. The control for the motor, 
timer, and scaler was provided by the timer. 
The t ape was marked and aligned at some initial position; for example, 
with the mark at the centerline of detector position 1 . The tape was then 
TAPE 
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Figure 4 . Aperture control device a t de tector 2 
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Figure 5. Experimental arrangement for measuring tape collector parame t ers 
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moved through the desir ed distanc e by operating the timer in the manual 
mode. Thus the required number of input pulses to exactly position the 
tape mark .:it some selected final position (i. e ., the centerline of detector 
position 2) was recorded on the scaler . 
The totnl number of steps (input pulses) supplied to the motor can be 
directly convcrt~d to dis tance in inches if the motor constant, C = 200 
steps/revolution, and the actual diameter of the capstan, D, are known . 
Several capstan diameter measurements were made and a value of D = 1 . 013 + 
0 . 001 inches w.:is obtained . Thus, the proportionality constant relating 
number of steps to distance is K = 62.85 ± 0 . 06 steps/inch . Actually, 
when using the tape collector, it is more conveni ent to express distances 
in steps rather than inches sinc e the number of steps can be observed 
d irectly . For this reason , the tape collector constants were measured 
(u sing the procedure described a bove ) and all distances we r e expressed in 
steps. Table 1 gives a l ist of the measured tape collector constants for 
each of th~ three aperture cont rol configurations. 
Table 1 . Measured moving tape collector constants for three configura -
tions of the aperture control at detector position 2 
Number of passes 
at detector posi -
tion 2 
1 
3 
5 
Dz 
517 
517 
517 
1281 47 47 
1427 47 204 
1583 47 336 
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Finally, the ion beam height, h, is taken to be a nominal 0 . 75 inches . 
The height of the beam actually varies somewhat with the focus of the ion 
beam a nd is dependent upon day - to-day operation of t he separat or . This i s 
probably the most uncertain parameter in the sys t em, and i t is not possible 
to satisfac torily determine a probable variation which would be r ealistic . 
Tape collector equations 
Using the measur ed par ameter s f rom above, with the aperture contr ol 
devi ce set to the maximum cf fcctive opening , Equations 19 through 24 were 
expressed as a function of motor input fr equency , F, and arc pr esented in 
Table 2 . 
Table 2 . Tape col l ec tor equa tions f or detector 2 apertur e control set to 
t he maximum ef f ective opening (five pass arrangement ) 
Variable 
v 
T 
( 'd ) 1 
( 7d )2 
<7::i )3 
<~\ 
(Tc)2 
(~)3 
Func tional Relationshi p 
( 0 . 0159 ) F 
(47.13)/F 
0 
(470)/F 
(1536) /F 
(47) /F 
(336 ) /F 
(47)/F 
Units 
inches/ second 
seconds 
seconds 
seconds 
seconds 
seconds 
seconds 
seconds 
The variables, (Td)
3
, and (Tc)z a r e t he only ones directly affected 
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by the aperture control device setting . Table 3 gives the equation for 
each variable as a function of F for each of the three possible aperture 
settings . 
Table 3 . (Td) 3 and (Tc)z relationships for the three possible aperture 
control setting s 
Number of passes 
at detector posi -
tion 2 
1 
3 
5 
(1234)/F (47) /F 
(1380)/F (204) /F 
(1536 ) / F (336)/F 
The relationships presented in Tables 2 and 3 thus can be used to 
calculate the motor speed , F, necessary to duplicate the times T, Td, and 
T provided by the optimization program r esults for the particular tape 
c 
collector configuration desired . 
Mechanical Performance 
The measurements of the mechanical performanct were accomplished in 
three phases . First, the torque requirements of the moving tape collector 
were measured and compared with the observed motor torque. Second, the 
tape was operat ed discontinuously and moved over measured distances to de -
termine the positioning accuracy for various transpor t times. Finally, the 
tape was operated continuously at various speeds and the measured tape 
speed was observed and compared with the predicted speed . 
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Torque me a s uremen t s 
The t orque r equired t o move t he tape transport mechani sm was measur ed 
by removing the motor coupling and a ttachi ng a l ev er t o the rotar y -motion 
vacuum feed - through shaf t. A pr eviously calibr ated tor que wrenc h wa s 
a ttached t o the s haft and t he t or que necessary t o move t he t a pe for each 
of the three ef f ec tive a per t ur e s at position 2 was measured . The five -
pass arrangement r equired the l a r ges t t orque which was observed t o be 12 . 2 
ounce -inc hes . 
Nex t , the torque r equir ed to s tal l the mot or was measured and f ound 
to be 53 . 2 ounce - inches or 4 1 ounce -inches in exces s of t he maximum load 
requiremen t s. Thu s th e load i mposed by t he t ape trans por t mechanis m i s 
we l l be low the motor per formance capa bi lit i es and i t was observ ed that t h e 
angular v e l oci t y of the caps t an was d i rect ly pr oportional to the motor 
drive input pu lse f reque ncy over t he range from ~ 1 t o 200 s t eps per 
second which i nc ludes the r equ i r ed range of s peed s . 
Discont inuous ope ration 
Th e cxpL'r i nlC'nta l setup s hown i n Fi gure 5 was aga i n empl oyed t o de t er -
mine the posi t ioning accuracy o f the t ape tran s por t sy s t em. In order t o 
det erminl.' \vhcther the posit i oning accuracy was de pendent on mot or i nput 
[rl'qucncy, tlt e t ape was tra nspor Led over pr evious l y measur ed di s t ances a t 
var ious SPL' L'd s . For these nll'asur cment s t he des ir ed number of s t eps corrc~ -
sponJ ing t o Ll1 L' me a s ured l engt h was prese t on t he sc a l er unit, the tape 
mar k was positioned a t t he initia l point, a t ape speed was selec t ed by 
ad justing th~ pul se ra t e t o the desir ed value, and t he t i mer was started . 
Aft er the tape s t opped a ut omatic ally wh en the prese l ect ed numbe r of s t eps 
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was reached, the tape mark was observed for deviation from the desired 
final position by comparing its position with a similar mark on the main 
body of the tape collector. 
Measurements were made at transport speeds over the range from ~ 1 
step per second to -100 steps per second for three different distances; 
from detector 1-B centerline to detector 2 centerline (D2), from detector 
1-B centerline to detector 3 centerline (D3), and from detector 2 center-
line to detector 3 centerline (D3 -n2 ). The t otal time and number of steps 
were recorded for each measurement. 
The largest error observed was an error of 1/64 inch over a distance 
of 8.226 inches or a percent error of 0 . 19%. The error was observed to be 
not frequency dependent. The mean error for all measurements was +0 . 04%. 
Thus the observed positioning error was for all practical purposes 
negligible. 
Continuous operation 
The previously described experimental arrangement was used to measure 
the tape speed under conditions of continuous operation except that the re-
lay was ren~ved . The drive unit was thus able to run continuously and was 
not controlled by the timer. 
The tape speed was measured by determining the time required for the 
tape to traverse a known distance . The measurement technique requir ed 
manual opcr.:ition of the timer as an appropriately placed mark on the tape 
passed over the measured distance . 
Tapl' spl'Cus were measured over the range from ~ 1 step per second to 
~ 300 steps per second for each of the three aperture control 
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configurations at detector position 2 . The largest observed error (rela-
tive to the calculated theoretical speed) was 1.30% and the mean error 
was 0.44% with a standard deviation of ±0 . 61% . Thus, the average observed 
speed was 0.44% greater than the theoretical speed. It is likely that the 
above results were biased by the manual timer operation required for this 
measurement since from the previous discontinuous measurements there was 
no evid ence for errors of the magnitude obtained here . 
Cross Detection Characteristics 
The cross detection characteristics were measured by mounting a gamma-
ray source on the collector tape and recording the activity measured by a 
Nal(Tl) detector located in a detector station as the tape was driven 
through a cycle. 
Since the metalized coating on the tape is composed of a cobalt and 
nick0l alloy, a small piece was irradiated in the reactor and used as a 
convenient source. The irradiat ed tape was set aside until only the Co60 
activity remained and then it was simply s pliced into a continuous loop of 
tape mounted in the tape collec t or . The source size was chosen to approxi-
mate the area of activity deposited by a well focused ion beam. 
The Nal(Tl) detector was mounted at a detector station and shielded 
from room background by 4 inches of lead bricks stacked exterior to the 
tape collector. All interior lead shielding was installed and the tape 
collector was placed in normal operating condi tion. The output from the 
Nal(Tl) detector was amplified and fed into a Nuclear Data 128 channel 
pulse-height analyzer, used in a multiscaling mode. The amplifier dis-
criminator was adj11sted to cut off the Co60 spectrum just below the 1 .33 
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MeV peak. 
For a typical measurement the source was positioned at the centerline 
of detector s t a t ion 1-B to s i mulate the deposit of activity by the isotope 
separator and the NaI(Tl) crystal was placed in the detector station t o b e 
tested . The analyzer dwell time was set t o 1 second per channel . The tape 
speed was set t o make one comp l ete circuit in 128 seconds. The analyz er 
and t ape transpor t system were then started s imultaneously and s topped at 
the completion of one cycle. The analyzer outpu t provided a display of 
the obser ved activity a t the detector location a s a function of source 
position in the t ape collector. 
The initial cross detection n1easurement s a t detector stations 1-B and 
2 demonstrated tha t the int ernal shielding was not adequate in t he areas 
between detectors. Measurements were d iscontinued and additional lead 
shielding was fab ricat ed and ins t alled wher ever possible . 
A complete set of measurements was made after the modified shiel ding 
was installed and the results appear in Figure 6. The graph shows t he 
cross detection charac t eristic s for each detector station. From the gr aph 
it is observed that the cross de t ection between det ec t or station cent er -
lines is a ma:-..imum of about 2/o . 
It is important t o note that these measurements were made with an es -
sentially constant ac tivity sourc e whereas in ac tual operation rapidly de -
caying , short - lived sources arc depos ited on the t ape and the c r oss 
detection obtained is a function of whether the sourc e is up stream or 
down s tream from the detec t or in question. For example , i f a de t ec tor is 
locat ed at pos ition 1 -B, the tape is operated in the continuous mode, and 
the ion beam is continuously deposited , the cross detection from t ape 
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deposited activity located at the centerline of detector 2 will be less 
than the maximum 2% valu e due to the decay of activity during transit . A 
completely different situation exists when a detecto~ :s located at posi-
tion 2 and consideration is given to the cross detectic l from activity be-
ing continuous ly deposited at detector position 1. It is quite possible 
that the total activity deposited at detector 1 is a factor of 100 greater 
than the total activity observed at detec t or 2 due again to the activity 
decay in transit. Thus, in this case, even though the cross detection 
factor from detector 1 is observed from Figure 6 to be ~ 0.5%, fully half 
the total activity observed at de t ector 2 would consist of cross detec t ion 
from the beam deposit point . The results of Figure 6 should thus be used 
with caution when evaluating the cross detection properties of down stream 
de t ectors. 
When the tape collector is operated in a discont inuous mode (i. e . , the 
activity is collected for a period of time, T, allowed to decay for a time, 
'fcl' observed for a time, Tc> and t hen t he active portion of the tape is 
moved away t o prepare for another cycle) it is possible to t ake advantage 
of the particularly well shielded areas of the tape collector. The best 
shielding occurs at the valleys of the curves on Figure 6 . Thus, when de -
tector position 1 is used for activity observation in the disco;1tinuous 
mode the active portion of the tape should be moved a total of 1050 steps 
a[tcr the detect ion period . At that position cross detection at detector 
1 will be less than .-0 . 1%. 
Finally, it should be noted that the cross d e tection measurements for 
de t ector position 2 were performed fo r the maximum effective aperture . 
The drop in count rate across the aperture is a geometry effect caused by 
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the tape moving f urther away from the detector with each successive pass . 
(Figure 4 shows the mechanism involved.) 
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DISCUSSION OF ANALYTICAL RESULTS 
The results of the preceeding sec tion demonstrated that the moving 
tape collector was capable of translating the times required by the opti -
mization procedure into tape speed wi th little apprec i able error . Also , 
the internal shield ing was shown t o be adequate to insure that no more 
than 2% cross detection i s present in most cases. 
This section present s a discussion of the ion beam characteristics 
that affect the activi t y deposition at the moving tape collector, the r e -
sults of the optimizat ion program, and some observed results. 
Ion Beam Characteristics 
The present source installed in the TRISTAN sys t em is designed to re-
lease gaseous fission products. Thus, only Br , Kr, I , and Xe are released 
to any appreciable extent by the source . Furthermore, the transport line 
from the fission source and the isotope separator ion source tend to trap 
out the chemically ac tive gasses Br and I so that only the noble gasses Kr 
and Xe are present t o any measurable ext ent in the ion beam from the 
separator. This feature of the TRISTAN system assures that the parent 
activity deposi t ed at the moving tape collector will be either a Kr or Xe 
isotope. 
Another property of the ion beam that effects the input parameters to 
the optimization program is cal l ed the cross contamination effect. When 
an isotope separ ator beam is focused on a particular mass number the beam 
exhibits a certain amount of dispersion . If the dispersion is large then 
an appreciabl0 percentage of the mass number se lect ed will appear at the 
position of the next higher or lower mass number . Cr oss contamination is 
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thus a measure of the amount of activity of mass , A, appearing in the mas s 
A+ 1 pos ition when the isotope separator beam i s focused on mas s A. 
The cross contamination of the TRISTAN beam was measured in the fol -
lowing manner. The isotope separator was focused on s ing ly ioniz ed mass 
85 d h f . . d d h 4 5 h K 35m . an t e i ssion source was use t o pro uce t e • our r isotope . 
For this mea surement the normal 0 . 09375 inch beam defining sl it wa s r e -
moved a nd a row of h eavy dut y office s taples was mounted at the focal sur-
face of the ion beam in the collect or box ( see Figur e 1) so that the radio-
ac tive Kr85m was deposited directly on the s taples . Aft er sufficient 
activity had been deposi ted the staples were removed from the collect or 
box, separated , and counted in pairs with a Ge (Li) detector to count the 
150 keV garruna ray in the decay of Kr85m. The r esults are shown in Figure 
7. This curve i s also r epresentative of cross contamination at other mass 
numbers . The peak shown at the n ext h igh er mass number is caused by hy-
dride formation with mass 85 and the dott ed line indicates the expec t ed 
level after the hydr id e problem has been el iminated . Also shown about the 
peak is the wid th of the n orma l beam defining s lit located in the collector 
box. From the curve it i s observed that under normal conditions th e cr oss 
contamination will be l ess than a fac tor of 5 x 10- 5 and thus it is reason -
able to neglect the presence of other mass numbers in the b eam . 
It should b e not ed, however , that cross contamination from the next 
lower mass number will in general be more significant than that of the 
next higher mass when u s ing a fission s ource to produce radioac tive nuclides. 
The r0ason for this effect i s that as the mass number of a particular iso -
tope increases the fission yield decreases . Thus, as the isotopes move 
away from the s t ability line, the fission yield for a par ticular mass 
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number, A, according to Wahl, e t al. (10), can be as much as a factor of 
10 less than mass A-1 t hereby increasing the cross contamination from the 
lower mass to about 5 x 10-4 • Furthermore, decay differences of adjacent 
short -lived mass numbers while in transit to the ion source can enhance 
the lower mass number activity by a factor of up to 100 depending on ha lf-
lif0 differences. As these effects may be s ignificant in some experiments, 
due consi dera tion should be giv en to the r e lative fission yields and ha l f-
lives of adjacent mass numbers t o es timat e the magnitude of cross contami -
nation . 
In sunnnary, the pr esent TRISTAN system produces an ion beam that 
closely a pproximates the s imple buildup and decay scheme in which P1 is 
the only non zer o production term. 
General Result s of Optimization Procedure 
The ISOBAR and ISOMAX programs were run to determine the maximum 
a ttainable ac tivity separation for each member of the d ecay chains capable 
of being produced by the TRISTAN sourc e . The ISOBAR program was run f irst 
to provide the initial estimates for the optimization procedure in t he 
ISOMAX program. 
It should be not ed that the optimiza tion procedur e was not appl i ed to 
the firs t and last members of a decay chain sinc e the s e r e pres ent trivia l 
cases . Thus, for the first member of a decay chain the activity ratio is 
a maximum when the beam of par ent a toms is initially deposited and becomes 
continually small er as the daughter products build up. Hence, to maximiz e 
the activity separation of the first member the tape should be run con-
tinuously a nd a s rapidly as acceptable counting s tatistics will allow . 
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The activity separation of the first membe r of each decay chain is calcu-
lated for various tape speeds and printed out by program ISOMAX. 
The last member of a decay chain can obviously be separated by simply 
waiting until all other parent activities have d ecayed to negligible 
lev els . An exception to this rule occurs when the last member of the de -
cay chain has a shorter half-life than its parent. Then it must b e studied 
in equilibrium with the parent activity . 
For decay chains with three or more members the activity ratio of the 
middle membe rs exhibits a unique maximum for some collection time , T, a nd 
de lay time , Td . Table 4 presents the r esults of the optimization pro -
cedur e . Includ ed in the table a re the isotope half-life from Leder er e t 
a l. (6), the optimization times T and Td, the activity separation ratio , 
and the frac tion of saturated activity. The first member of the decay 
chain i s also liste d and the motor speed r equired to produc e a 0 . 95 or 
better separation factor is given. If the 0.95 factor i s not atta inable 
the speed for the next b e st separation factor is given. 
From a practical standpoint the data pr esent ed in Table 4 have a 
seriou s limitati on sinc e , as a gen e ral rule, the max imum of the activity 
ratio occurs in a low saturat ed ac tivity r egion. Thus, the saturated 
ac tiv i t y is often in the 0.01 to 0.05 r ange whe n the activity ratio is 
maximized . The r esults thus have limited value in d e t e rmining the optimum 
collect a nd delay times for practical problems . 
A mor e satisfactory approach mak e s u se o f program ISOBAR a nd particu-
larly the output of subroutine CALTAB. Recall that the 10 by 20 output 
a rray contain s value s of activity ratio and fractional saturated ac tivi-
ti es . With a simp l e visual inspec tion of the output , the best possible 
Table 4 . Results 
89 95 139 x 143 of opt i mizat i on program ISOMA.X for Kr t o Kr and Xe to e 
Decay Decay Half-life Collect time Delay time Motor Maximum Fraction of 
chain chain (seconds ) (seconds) (seconds) speed activity saturated 
identi- member (steps/sec) ratio activity 
fication 
Kr89 Kr89 192 1.47 0.9880 0.1091 
Rb89 924 378 2964 0.9980 0.0337 
Kr90 Kr90 33 2 .08 0.9550 0.3782 
Rb90 174 309 978 1.0000 0.0177 
Sr90 8.861 x 108 8.8 x 107 8.8 x 107 0.5000 0. 0621 
Kr91 Kr91 10 5.9 0 . 9607 0.4256 
Rb91 72 29.13 132.9 0.9937 o. 0790 (,...) 
sr91 3.481 x 104 3.48 x 103 1 x 103 0.9985 0.0659 co 
Kr92 Kr92 1.86 47.1 0.9377 0.3111 
Rb92 5.3 5 . 3 29.8 0.9762 0.0156 
Sr92 9.756 x 103 497 123 0.9807 0.0344 
Kr93 Kr93 2 47.1 o. 9409 0.2929 
Rb93 5 .6 0.61 17.7 0.9162 0.0124 
Sr93 480 48 85 0.9974 0.0602 
Kr94 Kr94 1.4 66.7 0 .9220 0.2953 
Rb94 2.9 0.83 8.53 0.7950 0.0407 
Sr94 78 6.88 38.4 0.9736 0.0446 
Kr95 Kr95 0.1 66.7 0. 8728 0.992 6 
Rb95 2.5 0.1 1.41 0 .9770 0.1996 
Sr95 48 4.01 29.2 0.9611 0 . 0390 
y 95 654 368 1.16 x 103 0.9997 0. 1023 
Table 4 . (cont i nued) 
Decay Decay Half - life Collect time Delay time Motor Maximum Fr action of 
chain cha in (seconds) ( seconds) (seconds) speed activity saturated 
i denti - member (steps/sec) ratio act ivity 
fic a tion 
Xe139 xel39 43 1. 04 0.9706 0 .5178 
csl39 570 247 341 0 .9 168 0. 1850 
Xe l40 xel40 16 4 .17 o. 9419 0 . 3874 
csl40 66 3 . 71 371 0 . 9978 0. 0010 
Bal40 1 . 106 x 106 2 x 105 600 0 . 7220 0 . 1177 
Xe l41 xe l 41 2 16 . 7 0 .9560 0 . 6247 
csl41 24 2.4 24 0.9769 0.0365 
Bal41 1. 08 x 103 19. 2 342 0 . 9810 0.0101 w \.0 
Lal41 1 . 404 x 104 4 . 44 x 103 1.4 x la4 0.9937 0.1070 
xel42 xel42 1.5 66. 7 0 . 9053 0 . 2787 
csl42 2.3 1. 194 11.85 0 . 8776 o. 0211 
Ba l 42 660 6 .48 45. 23 0 .9941 0. 0065 
Xe l 43 xel43 1 66.7 0.8900 0 . 3874 
Csl43 2 1.99 3. 72 0 . 6412 0 . 2177 
Bal43 12 3 . 07 22 . 92 0 . 9630 0.0565 
Lal43 840 154 203 . 8 0 . 9982 0 . 1028 
Cel43 1 . 188 x 105 6 . 68 x 103 1.19 x la4 0 . 9900 0 . 0359 
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activity separation for some minimum accept able frac tion of saturated ac -
tivit y can be found . The next section shows how thi s technique was appl i ed 
to t he Kr92 chain. 
Actual Optimization Parameters for the Kr92 Chain 
Sinc e the half-lives of Kr92 and Rb92 are fairly close toget her r ela -
tive to the longer lived Sr92 , the main problem was the activity separa -
tion of t he fi r st two members of the decay chain . Both continuous and d i s -
continuous tape coll ector operation were investigated and compared to 
determine the best method of separation . 
Clearly, continuous operation must be u sed to efficiently separate 
Kr 92 at de t ec t or position 1 . A calcu lation was made assuming that a detec -
tor was al so located at position 2 to d e termine if a simultaneous separa-
tion of Rb
92 
would be possible . The cal culat ion was made for various 
continuous tape speeds and the plotted r esults appear on Figur e 8 . From 
the curve it is observed tha t a t a motor speed of 25 ste ps per second a 
simul t aneous separation of about 0 . 90 should be ob t ained for Kr92 at 
de t ector 1 an d Rb92 a t detector 2. A careful con s id eration of the activi -
ty levels involved and the internal shielding a rrangement ind i cates that 
such a scheme is not practical . At t he 25 steps/second speed, the Kr 92 
ac t ivity is -2cr1o saturated and Rb92 ac t ivi t y at detector 2 i s only,.._. 
0.2% saturated . Thus , the t ot al ac tivity at det ector 1 is approximate ly a 
fac tor of 100 times the total ac tivity at de t ec t or 2. Since the cross 
detec t ion at de t ector 2 i s about 0 .5%, then it i s likely that half of the 
ac tivi t y detec t ed at det ec t or 2 will be cross de t ection from the activit y 
deposited a t de tector 1 . On this basis, s imultaneous ac tivity separation 
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Figure 8 . Pred i c t ed simultaneous separation rat ios at detectors 1 and 2 as a f unction of tape speed 
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at two different det ectors was rejected for mass 92. 
Next, program ISOBAR was used to det ermine the optimum times for sep -
arating Rb92 with a d iscontinuous tape operation. From the CALTAB output 
it was found that for T = 30 seconds , Td = 9 seconds, and Tc = 9 seconds a 
separation of 0.9540 with a 0 . 3104 saturation fac tor was predicted . An 
experiment is current ly in progress using these optimized times , with 
acceptable separation and count rate. 
The r esults of an earlier experiment on mass 92 is shown in Figure 9 . 
The upper half of the figure sh ows a gamma -ray spectrum that contains com-
ponents of the decays of both Kr92 and Rb 92 • Part icularly prominent i s 
the 150 keV peak from Kr92 d ecay . The lower half shows the effect of d i s -
continuous tape operation in which a delay time of 11 seconds has been em-
pl oyed after the collection period. Not e that all gamma-ray peaks from 
the decay of Kr92 have disappeared except for the 150 keV peak and it is 
greatly diminished. Equally important is the fact that the peaks from the 
decay of Rb92 are noticeab ly enhanced . 
Finally, it is noted from the output of CALTAB that the value of 
Ri(T ,Td ) in the r eg i on near its maximum is in general r ather broad and 
flat and the max imum value is not v ery sensitive to small changes in T and 
Td· Thus, a measure of freedom is allowable in the choice of the actual 
collec tion and delay t imes. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
The moving tape collector installed in the TRISTAN system has been 
d emonstrated to be capable of separating the activity of decay chain mem-
bers by both continuous and discontinuous operation . Figure 10, for exam-
pl e , shows some typical r e sults for the mass 91 decay chain. The upper 
curve corresponds to a continuous tape operation mode for the separation of 
91 the firs t member of a decay chain and it is essentially a pure Kr spec-
trum wi t h a small Rb91 peak at ,-JSOO keV. The middle curve correspond s to 
a di scontinuous tape operation for the s eparation of a second memb er and 
91 
the spec t rum is observed to be a r e latively pure Rb spectrum with a 
small Sr91 peak a t __.3z5 keV. The lower curve shows the equilibrium 
activity of the chain for comparison purposes . 
The tape transport characteristics were found to be exc e llent. The 
cros s detection propertie s wer e found to be adequate for most applications 
except for the problem of downst r eam cross detection mentioned previously. 
The overall cross detection properties cou l d be improved somewhat by 
replac ing the pr esent lead shield ing with a higher atomic number ma t eria l 
such as tungst en or c anned dep l e t ed uranium. A r edesigned device shou ld 
pr ov ide for a minimum of 4 i nc hes of l ead or its equivalent be tween ev er y 
part of the tape and all areas of the de tectors. Also, consid er a tion 
should be given to e liminating detector position 3 a nd designing det ec tor 
position 2 s o that the d istanc e be tween it and the be am deposit point c ou l d 
be varied. This a rrangement, c oupled with a we ll shie l ded beam d eposit 
point, might make it feasible to s e parate two decay c hain member activ i -
tie s simulta neously a s noted be for e . Finally, for the discontinuous type 
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Figure 10 . Activit y s e paration for mass 91 
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measurements, a position should be supplied (preferably as close as possi -
ble t o the deposi t point t o conserve tape) tha t gives a gaunna attenuation 
of from 105 t o 106 for storing the rad i oactive port ion of the t ape after a 
measurement cyc l e . 
The analytical t echnique employed provid es a general solution for the 
buildup a nd decay of nrul tiple production t erm decay chains . The applica -
tion of program ISOBAR to the solution of single production decay chains 
coupled wi th the subroutine CALTAB provided a convenient, visual method of 
selecting the optimum activity separation and appropriate saturated activi-
ty frac tion t o yield an adequate count rat e of the activity desired. The 
less preferred I SOMA.X program opt imized only the activi t y ratio and thus 
could not pr ovide assurance of an adequate count rate . 
Finally, the application of this work t o the solution of the more com-
plicated multiproduction t erm decay c hains will be usefu l in future work 
in which the halogen fis s ion produc t s will be extracted in conjunction 
wi th the noble gasses . 
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APPENDIX A 
Program ISOBAR Description and Flow Chart 
This section presents the description , flow chart, and program list-
ing for the ISOBAR main program and subroutines . 
The flow char t for the ISOBAR main program i s given in Figure 11 . 
The input and output parameters are defined as f ollows : 
MEMI - Alphameric name of first member of decay chai n 
L - Number of pr oduc tion terms 
N - Number of members in the decay chain 
MEMBR - Alphameric array of decay chain member names 
THALF - Array of decay chain member half-lives 
P - Array of production t erm values 
T - Collec t or buildup time 
TAUD - Delay or decay time 
TAUC - Count time 
A - Array of calculated activities 
D - Array of calculated integr ated ac tivit i es 
PCT - Array of calcula t ed percent saturation values 
RNEW - Array of calculat ed activity ratios 
SNEW - Array of calculated integrated ac tivity rat ios 
As indicated on t he flow chart the main program r eads and s t ores the input 
data, calculates the value of the activity and activi t y ratio of all mem-
bers oE a decay chain for each value of T, TAUD, a nd TAUC r ead in, and 
prints out the da ta in a suitable format. 
The main program calls thr ee subroutines RATIO, DATIO, and CALTAB . 
Call Subroutine 
CA L TAB 
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Common ond Dimension 
Statements 
Read Input Data : 
Conslonts : MEMI, L, N 
8-~- + 
~----<Write Headings for Output 
Call Subrou tine 
RATIO 
C Call Subrouti ne DATIO 
DO-LOOP: J= 1,N 
Complete Ca lculat ion of 
A (J), RNE W (I), SNEW(I) 
PCT!ll 
Write Ou tput Do to 
GO TO 114 
Read Input Arrays 
MEMBR,THALF, P 
Wr ite Head 1ngs far 
Output 
Figure 11 . Flow chart for ISOBAR main program 
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Subroutine RATIO calculates the value of Ai(T,/d) as given by Equation 12 
for each decay chain membe r using the current values of T and l d supplied 
by the main program. RATIO calls two additiona l subroutines, PRDCT and 
SUMMTN. PRDCT calculates the denominator of Equation 12 and SUMMTN calcu -
la t es the series of multiplied decay constants and production terms pr eced -
ing the second sununation of Equa tion 12 . Figur e 12 g i ves t he flow chart 
for subr outines RATIO, PRDCT, and SUMMTN. 
Subroutine DATIO calculates the value of Di(T,/d,/c) as given by Equa-
tion 15 for each decay chain member using the main program supplied values 
of T, Id, a nd l e · The subroutine is ver y similar to RATIO and the flow 
chart is not included . 
Subroutine CALTAB shown in Figure 13 calculates a matrix of values of 
Ai (T,/d ) and saturated activity fraction and prints out t he r esu lts in a 
suitab l e format. The calculations cover the range THALF(I) /1000 ~ T ~ 10 
THALF(I) and THALF(I) / 10 ~ TAUD ~ 10 THALF(I). The print out is a 10 by 
20 arr ay with th e variable, T, assigned 20 values and the variabl e , TAUD , 
assigned 10 valu es . 
The program listing of ISOBAR a nd its called subroutines appears on 
pages 54 through 60 . 
Subroutine 
RATIO (A,SA) 
Common and Dimension 
Statements 
SA= 0 .0 
DO- LOOP: I= l,N 
Set :A(l)=O.O 
LL=MINO (I,L) 
DO-LOOP: M = l,LL 
Subroutine 
PRDCT(M, I ) 
SUM(M)= 0 .0 
DO-LOOP: J= M,I 
Test Exponent Values 
Calculate TERM (J) 
SUM (M) = SUM(M)+TERM(J) 
Col l Subroutine 
SUMMTN(M l) 
A (l) =AUl +TERM2 (M) 
SA= SA+ A(l) 
8 
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Subroutine 
PRDCT(M,Il 
Common and Dimens ion 
Statements 
DO - LOOP : J= M,I 
Pl (J) = 1.0 
DO- LOOP: K=M ,l 
Colculote 
7r_( >..k - 'A J) 
ki<J 
Cont inue 
Continue 
Subrout ine 
SUMMTN ( M ,l) 
Common and Dimension 
Statements 
Calculate 
PROD= (>.m >.m+l · .. >. i Pm) 
Calculat e 
TERM 2(M) =PROD1SUM(M) 
Figure 12. Flow chart for subroutines RATIO, PRDCT , SUMMTN 
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Subrout ine 
CAL TAB 
DO-LOOP:I=l, N 
Wr ite Heodings 
Set Init ial Value of 
TAU D 
Calculate PSU M 
DO-LOOP : M = 1,10 
Set Init ial Value of 
T 
DO - LOOP: K=l,10 
Co ll Subroutine 
RATIO 
Colculate 
RAT(K) , FRAC(K) 
Inc rement T 
Continue 
Write Output 
TAUD, RAT(K), FRAC(K) 
Inc rement TAUD 
Cont inue 
Cont inue 
8 
Figure 13 . Flow chart for subrout ine CALTAB 
c 
c 
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C --I SOHA ~--- A PROGR AM FOR CALCULATI NG ACT IVITY SE PA RATI ON 
C I N DECA Y CHA I NS 
c 
c 
COMMCN R AT ( l 0 ) , T ~~ ( l 1 ) 7 FRAC ( l C ), OECAY ( 8 ) , T HA L F ( 8 ), P ( q ), 
i P I ( 1 \ ) , S U ~ ( 8 ) , T E R M ( A ) , l E R M 2 ( 8 ) , M E M H R ( :~ ) , T , T AU 0 , T A UC , N , L t 
ll T 
OO UOLE PRECI SION OEC AY,TliALF , P, PI,SU M,T ERM ,T ERM 2 ,T,T AUD , 
1 TA UC , ~ t: l"'. 11 R, PCT ( fl ) , A ( 8 ) , I) ( 8 ) , 1'1EM 1 , RN E W ( 8 ) , SN E W ( 8 ) , SA , SI"' t 
i OE XP t DA AS , PSUt-1 ' RAT t TEE ' i>:wo , FRAC 
13 RE AO (l,l OCO l> ME~ l,L , N 
l Gl)C l FOR1'1AT(A e , 2 I 1 ) 
J F (L)ll~,ll S ,1 1 6 
11 6 ~~ E A I • ( 1 t 1 ··1 :' 1 ) ( ,., E i"4 8 R ( J ) ' J = l t 7'4 ) 
1 c r: i F c R ~· A r < ,~ '"' > 
:~ E An ( l , 1 · .H 0 2 l ( TH "l F ( I ) , I = 1 , N ) 
I~ E A I' ( 1 , 1 0 C 1..· 2 ) ( P ( I ) , I = 1 , L ) 
l OOCZ FOR~AT ( 40 2 ~ . 1 2 ) 
hR IT c ( 3 , 1 ~CZ ) ME ~l tl 
l ~C2 FOR~Ar c ~ 1 CHAI N ~ ,~ 8 , @ WITH ~ , [l, 
1~ PKl OUCT ION TERM ( S )@,/) 
~l R I Tt: ( 3 , 1 .,: 4 ) 
1 0 4 r oR~ AT( ;i) P ~OOUCTION TE:RM PRODUCTION CONST@, 
l /) 
no L ' ? I = l,L 
1C5 hR IT EC3 , t n6Jl , P (l) 
1 ~ 6 F OR~ AT C 12 x,11,1 sx , 02r . 1 2 > 
C'O l C( I=l, N 
i cr DECA Y(I) =C . 693 15 /T HALF(l) 
114 PE A D (l,l 17)T ,T A UD ,T ~UC 
l C7 FCK~ATC 3U2~ . 1 2 ) 
I F ( T ) l D f: , 1 0 8 , l 0 ') 
109 WR IT f· C3 ,ll \1 )T,T lll!l; ,TAUC 
l U ' r Cl n. ~ A T ( .:L 1 .1' , 4 X , ll C: 11 l l I C T T I M [ ( r > = ii: , D 1 6 • 8 , ;; , 0 F l A Y T I M I. o), 
l ~ (T~UC ) = ~ , Gll . 9 , ~ , CLJU NT TI M~ lT AUC) =@ , 0 1 6 . 8 ,/) 
'.-!!? I i - ( J , 111 ) 
1 l l F L R. v \T ( 1 1 X , ,U•i E ~ '"l [ R 'I /\ M F: 
l ~ IVTTY( I) / $ ) PERCUH S1\T . 
i • .'RAT I OQl ,/) 
112 i-CRf-11\T ( l ~X , Il , 5X , A8 , JX , 5 1; 1 6 . 3 ) 
i'S Ufv.='... • 1Y ' 
CA LI . Rl\TJ L (A, S.A ) 
CA LL DATI Q( D, SD ) 
no ll3 I = l , N 
I F CL-I l 2 1 , 2 _~ , zor 
zor PSUk=PSU~ +P( l ) 
201 ~~F~ CI> =A (l)/ SA 
'\NOJ Ci l =.i (J)/S C 
PCT (I ) =fl ( I )•lOJ . DC·/ PSUM 
H~ LFLIF E ( SLC ) A CT ~ , 
A Cl . RATIO ~ , a x , ~ I N T . w , 
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11 3 WRITE ( 3 , 112 )1,~~MBR (l),T HA L F(l) ,A(l), PCT(Ij, RN Ek (l), 
lSNEW CI) 
CO TO 114 
1C8 CALL CALTAB 
GO TC l "3 
11 5 STOP 
F-Nn 
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S UBU CUTI N~ RAT I C (A, SA) 
COMM CN K AT (l J ),T E E ( l 0 ),F R AC(l 0 ), 0ECAY ( 8 ),THAL F ( 8 ), P C ~ ), 
1Pl( 8 ), S U M ( 8 ),TE R M ( 8 ),T ERM2 ( 8 ), M E MRR < 8 ),T,TA U D ,TAUC, ~ ,L, 
11 I 
DOU ~ L E PRFCI S I ON DECAY, THALF , P , PI , SU M ,T E ~ M ,T E RM2 ,T,TAUO , 
1TAUC , ~E ~ BR , PCT ( R ),A( 8 ), 0 ( A ), ME M1 , RNEW ( 8 ), SN E W( 8 ),SA, SD , 
l Ll EXP , CASS , PSUM, RAT,T EE , PROO , FRAC 
SA = C. O•: 
UO t1(C I=l, N 
l\ (I>=C. DC 
LL= Mi r-. O(I,L) 
00 3C C i'A = l ,Ll 
CALL PRDC T ( M,I) 
SUi'H iV) =C . oa 
r: c 2 CG J=~· ,J 
IFC IJ ABS ( DE CA Y(J)*Tl-174 . 00 ) 50C, 600 , 60C 
~er I F( CA BS COE CAY(J)*TAU0 )- l74. 00 )7 GC , 9C 0 , 9 0G 
6C O IF( OAOS C8 ECAY(J)*T AU 0 )-174.00 )8 C0 , 9C0 ,9 00 
qrc T E ~M (J) =0 . 0 0 
GC l C 2 c ·1 
8C0 T ERM (J) = ~E X P (- C fCAY(J)*T AUDl /C OEC AY CJl* Pl (J)} 
CG TC 2C (· 
7C C TfR M( J ) = ( l . CnJ - OE XP(- OECAY(J) *T )l• DE XP (-OEC AY(J)•TAU O) / 
1 ( OCCAY(J )• PI( J)) 
20C SUM (~ ) =SU~ ( ~ )+T ER M CJ) 
CALL S U~MT N (~,!) 
3CC A ( l) =A (l)+T ~RM2( M ) 
4 CO SA=SA+A(l) 
~ E T U ' N 
E~ lJ 
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SUBRCUTI NE PATI O( O, SO ) 
COMMON RAT(l ~ ),TEE (l 0 l, FRAC ( l 0 ), CECAY( 8 ),T HAL F ( 8 ), P( C ), 
lP1 ( 0 ), SUM ( 8 ),T ERM ( R ),T ER M2 ( ~ ),M EMRR ( q ),T,TA UO ,TA UC, N ,L, 
11 I 
DOUS LE P ~ECI S I O~ DECAY,THALF,P, PI , SUM ,T ERM ,T E RM2 ,T, T~uo , 
1TAUC , ME~ B R , PCT( 8 ),A( 8 ), D ( A ), MEM 1, RNEW ( 8 ),SNEW ( 8 ), SA , SO , 
l OEXP , OABS,PSUM , RA T,TF.E,PROO,FRAC 
S0 =0 . 00 
f'G 4C C: I = l, N 
n ( I l =O • i-: I 
LL=MIN O( I ,L) 
f) C 3 ·: C ~-= l , LL 
CALL PR OC: T ( ~ ,I) 
SUM (,.)= C. 00 
DO z::::, J = ~. , I 
IF( OABS COECA Y(J)•TAU0 )-1 74 . 00 ) 50G , 600 , 6GC 
5t' IFC DABS CDECA Y(J)•T)-174. 00 ) 7 . 0 , bu C, dOG 
70C IF( n4nS ( DECA Y(J)•TA UC )-174 . GC )9 CC ,1 Grc , 1co0 
~OJ IF( DABS <DECAY (J)•T AUC )- 174 . 00 ll l 00 , 1200 ,lZ OC 
6CC TERM (J) = O . O~ 
GC TO 2L ·) 
Izc ; TER~(J ) = O EXP (-1JfC AY(J)•T AUO l/( OEC AYCJ)• DECAYCJ) •Pl( J)) 
GO Tl~ 2GC 
11 00 TER~ (J} = (l. COO- CEXP (- OECAY(Jl•TAUC ll•O EXP(-OEC AY(J)• 
lTAUO l/C OECAY(J)• OECAY(J)•Pl(J)) 
GO TO 2 SO 
1 00( T FR~ (J) = (l. 2 00- 0E XP(-O[C AY(J)•T))•Of XPC-DECAY(J)•TAUO )/ 
1 CDEC AY(J)• DECA Y(Jl •Pl (J)) 
r~c TC 2.~ .J 
90 ' TCRM (J ) = ( l . CDC - CE XP (- DECAY(J )•T))•( l . 00 2- DE XP (- OECAY (J)• 
lTA IJC ll•CF XP (-GECA Y(J)•T AUr. l/( OECA Y(J)• OECAY(Jl• PJ (J)) 
~co SUM(~l=SU~ ( M )+l tR~ (J) 
CALL SUMMTN ( M, I ) 
1~~ r <Jl =~ < I l+TER~2 C ~ l 
4vu SO =SC +LJ(!) 
n. t: TU ftN 
tND 
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SUHRGUTI NF PRDCT (M,I) 
COMMCN RAT(l O),T fE (l J ), FR AC(l C), OECAY( 8 ),THAL F( 8 ), P ( S), 
1 Pl( 8 ), SUM ( 8 ),T ERM ( 8 l,T ERM2 ( 8 l,M EMBR C8 ),T,TAU O,TA UC, N,L, 
1 I I 
80UB Lc PRC CI SIO N DCCA Y,THALF,P, PI , SUM ,T ER M,T ERM2 ,T, TAUO , 
lTA UC ,~E~BR , PCT ( 8 ),A( 8 l, C ( 8 ), MEMl , RNEh(8),SNEW( 8 ), SA , SO , 
l DC X P , O A ~S ,P SUM , R A T,T EE , PROO , FRAC 
lJO l Cr J =M,I 
P l ( J l = l. 0 (; 
DO ! CJ K= ~,J 
IF(K-J)l v 2 ,1 c 1,102 
l ( ? PI(J) =Pl (J)•( DEC AY(K)- OEC AY(J)) 
1 .: 1 COi\JTir-.UF 
100 COl\I TI NUE 
~E TURN 
END 
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S U B~OUTI NE SUM MT N( M,Il 
CO~MGN RAT(l Q),T EE (l 0 ), FRAC ( l 0 ), 0ECA Y( 8 },T HAL F( 8 }, P ( 9 }, 
1PI ( n ), SU~ ( 8 ), T El{M ( R ),TERM2 ( 8 ),M EMBR ( 8 ),T,TAUO ,TAUC , N , L , 
lI I 
OCURLf P REC I S I O~ OECAY ,T HALF , P, PI , SUM ,T ERM, TERM2,T, TAUD , 
l T J\ UC , ME~ 13 R, PCT ( 8 ) , A ( ~ ) , !')( 8 ) , M [Ml , RN E W ( 8 ) , SN E W ( 8 ) , SA , SD , 
lUEXP , OABS , PSUM, RAT,T EE , PROD , FR AC 
TERM? ( M) =C . o·; 
P R U 11 = l • l'>"' 
Ml =M 
299 PRIJO=P RCO•DECAY ( Ml) 
IF( Ml-1) 30 1 7 302 , 302 
3Cl M l =~ l+l 
GC TC 299 
302 PRUO=PRCn • P ( ~ ) 
r ~RM2 C M ) =PROO• ~UM ( M ) 
PE TU RN 
rNn 
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SUBROU TI NE CALTA B 
COMMON RAT(l 0 ),T EE ll 0 ), FRAC ( l C), OECAY( 8 ),T HALF( 8 ),P( H), 
1PI( R), SUM ( 8 ),T ERM ( 8 ),T ERM2 ( 8 ) 7 MEM8R ( 8 l,T,TAUO,T AUC , N,L, 
lI I 
DOU~ L E PRECI S I ON DEC AY,THALF,P,PI, SUM ,T ERM,T ER M2 ,T,T AUO , 
1TAUC , ME~BR ,P CT( B ), A ( 8 ), 0 ( 0 ), MEM1 , RNEW(8),SNEW(8),SA, SO , 
l DEXP , OA BS ,P SUM , RAT,T EE ,PROO , FRAC 
PSUM=0 . 00 
l no 2 I=l, N 
WRIT E(3, 3 >MEMBR (l) 
3 FORM AT( @0@ ,//8 X, A8, //) 
\'1R I T t.: ( 3 , 4 ) 
4 FORMAT( ~ COLL EC T@, 37 X, @OE LAY @,/, @ TIME(T) @, 34X, 
1 ::1 TI~f (T AllO)@ ,/) 
T=TH ALF(l)/1 000 . 
IF(L-1)2 ~ 1,200 , 200 
208 PSUM=PSlJM+P(! ) 
2Cl I B= O 
5 DO 6 ~ =1, 20 
TA UO=THALF(J)/l C. 
TAUC= THALF (l) 
!JO 7 K=l ,1 0 
TEECK )=T AUO 
KAT Cl< ) =IJ . 00 
CALL RATIO(A, SA ) 
RJ\T(K) =A(l)/ SA 
FRAC (K)=A(l)/PSUM 
7 TAU O=TAUD•l. 77827941 
I B=I d+l 
GO TG ( 9 , 8 ), IR 
8 WR IT EC3 ,1 0 ) T,( KAT(K ), K=l ,l ;) ) 
1 0 F O R ~AT (l X , 09 . 3, 2X ,1 0 ( F6 . 4,4X) ) 
WRITC ( 3 ,1 3 )( fRAC (K),K=l, 10 ) 
13 FOR~A T(l 2 X,1 J ( F6 .4, 4X)) 
GO TC 6 
9 ~R I T E (3,1 2 ) <TEC(K),K=l,1 0 ) 
12 FCRM A T(llX,l ~D l C . 3 ,/) 
GO TO l> 
6 T=T*l .77 8279 41 
2 CON TI NUE 
RETURN 
ENO 
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APPENDIX B 
Analog Computer Solution and Flow Diagram 
The solution of Equations 18 using a Pace, model TR-20, analog com-
put er is presented in this section. The solution was used to test the re-
sult s of the digital program ISOBAR for a ficticious decay chain and a 
c omparison of the results is presented. 
Consider the following ficticious decay chain consisting of five mem-
her s and three production t erms, 
Pi \ \ 
A4 130 A1 1;30 A2 130 A3 130 
No L1 Mc Sm 
where 
pl = 2 x 109 atom/ sec A1 
P2 = 4 x 109 atom/ sec A2 
P3 = 2 x 10
9 atom/sec A3 
P4 = 0 A4 
P5 = 0 As 
Using the above value s Equations 18 become 
I 
dt 
1.386 - 0.693 Al 
I 
dA2 = I I 
0.693 + 0.1732 A1 - 0.1732 A2 
dt 
I I dA
1 
_3 = 
d t 
0 . 0866 + 0.0433 A2 0.0433 A3 
I 
dA4 
dt 
0.0108 A) I 0.0108 A4 
I 
dAs = 0.0027 A4 - 0.0027 As 
dt 
As 130 
Sp 
(lB) 
= 0.693 sec -1 
0.1732 
-1 
= sec 
0.0433 
-1 
= sec 
0.0108 -1 = sec 
= o. 002 7 -1 sec 
(2B) 
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where, due to magnitude scaling requirements, 
I 
A. 
i 
i = 1,5 (3B) 
The TR-20 computer was programmed to solve Equations 2B . The flow 
diagram for the program is shown on Figure 14. The voltage inputs to the 
ganged switch at the upper left of the diagram simulate the radioactive 
isobars in the isotope separator beam. When the switch is closed the solu-
tion is analogous to the buildup of radioactive isobars on the tape of the 
moving tape collector . The length of time the switch is closed is the 
buildup time, T. When the switch is opened the solution is equivalent to 
terminating the collection of radioactive isobars at a particular point on 
the tape either by deflecting the isotope separator beam away from the 
deposit point, or by moving the tape away from the deposit point. The 
length of time the switch is opened is the decay time, /d. 
The solution is obtained by placing the computer and a recorder in 
the operate mode with the beam switch closed . After the desired buildup 
time the switch is opened and the decay of the activity is recorded . Fig -
urc 15 shows a solution for Equations 2B and 3B for a buildup time of T = 
20 seconds followed by a decay period. The point where the decay time 
equals 20 s econds is noted . 
A solution of the decay chain activities using the digital program 
ISO-BAR was obtained for T = 20 seconds and TAUD ~ 20 seconds and the re-
sults were compared with the analog solution. The following table shows 
the results obtained : 
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-IOV 
I 
SWITCH 
Figure 14. Analog program flow chart 
I 
A' I 
A' 
3 
A' 5 
- .I Ar 
' 1' .IAT 
12 
10 
~8 
0 
CJ) 
0 
-s 
>-.... 
> 
~4 
ct 
2 
T= 20.0 
TAUD= 20.0 
20 40 60 80 100 
TIME (SEC) 
Figure 15. Analog solution of a three production t erm, fictional decay chai n 
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Table 5 . Comparison of analog solution and program ISOBAR r e sults for 
T = 7d = 20 s econds 
Fictional 
nuclide 
Nol30 
Li 130 
Mcl30 
Sml30 
Spl30 
Analog 
solution 
Ai (T ,Td) 
0 
0.20 x 109 
2 .35 x 109 
0 .90 x 109 
~o 
ISOBAR 
solution 
Ai(T,TAUD) 
0 .1913 x 104 
0 .2022 x 109 
2.413 x 109 
0.9403 x 109 
0 .4249 x 108 
Analog ISOBAR 
solution solution 
Ri (T ,Td ) 
a 
Ri(T,TAUD) 
0 0 . 5317 x 10-
6 
0.0588 0.0562 
0.6912 0 . 6707 
0.2660 0 . 2613 
0 0. 0118 
aTh e value of Ri(T,Td) was ob tained from Figure 15 by calculating the 
ratio of the individual ac tivities to the total activity. 
Since the accuracy of the analog computer is unde r the best condi -
tions about ± 1%, when the amplifi er output is less than about + 0 .5 volts 
(corr espond ing to Ai(T,Td) = 0 . 5 x 109 in this case) errors as large as 
± 20"/o could be expec t ed to occur. The agreement shown in Table 5 is thus 
reasonably close and indicates that the ISOBAR pr ogram f unctions properly . 
66 
APPENDIX C 
The ISOMAX program listing appears on pages 67 through 76 in this 
section . The inpu t parameters and format specifications are s imi lar to 
the ISOBAR program. Also several of the subroutines called are the same 
as those called by the ISOBAR program and were described in Appendix A. 
The operation of the program is easily det ermined by r efer ence t o the 
program listing and thus a flow char t i s not included . 
c 
c 
67 
c ---I SU~AX--- A PR CG RAM ro~ MAXIMillNG AC TIVITY SEPAR ATI ON 
C IN DEC AY CHAI NS 
c 
c 
co~~ CN f,[C AY( 8 ), P ( 8 ),Pl( 8 ), SU M( 8 ),T ERM ( 8 ),TERMZ( 8 ),T, 
lTAU D,t>.,L,II 
CCU BLE P~ E CISIO" ~E~RR ( R ),MEMl,C ECAY,P,P I , SUM ,T ERM, 
1 T ER~2 ,T,TAU O ,A( q ),~lT( 8 ),0 2 T(8), G lTAU ( 8 ), D 2TAU( 3 ), 
lfR ( 2 ), F~~ (2, ? ), RNEW ( 8 ), ROL D ( fJ ),CELTA(2),FRFRR ,F RSQ , S A, 
1SA2, SA4, SD 1TAU,SO?T,S01T,SD 2TAU,O EXP ,C ONS T,ST FP, ROOT, 
l CSQR T, OAHS , MUL T, SAVT,SAVTAU 
13 RcAO (l,l GCO l)~ E ~l,L,N 
lC OC l FORMAT(A 8 ,213) 
~E A O (l,l LC l)C~E~PR (J),J=l,N) 
l CCl FORMATC8A 8 ) 
1COC2 FCR~AT (4 02u.12l 
REAO (l,1 0C02 ) CCECAY(l),I =l, N),(p(J),I=l,L) 
hRJT b C3,l CC2 ) ME~ l 
10C2 FCR~AT ( d l CHAI N @, AP /) 
10CC3 FCRM ATC5X, @N =@,I5,lCX, ~nECAY CONSTANTS@, /) 
hRIT C C3 , 10C03 ) N 
hlRIT f (3,11..~(<2 ) CDF.CAYCI),I = l,N) 
1000 4 FCR~AT ( 5 X,@L=@,r~,1ox,@PROOUCTI ON CONSTANTSi,/) 
\~R IT :: (3,10CG4) L 
~RIT E (3,1 0C~2) CP(I),I = l,L) 
Il = l 
T= C. 2'5 
l..JR IT E ( 3 ,1 503 ) 
1 5C1 FCRM~T Cl O X,///) 
wR Jf f (3,1 504) ME~8R (ll) 
1 5C 4 ~CR~/\T (l C X,A H ) 
WK [ TF C 3 , 150~5 ) Il 
15 0C? FCRM AT( 2 .X , ;J; II=a'.,13) 
~"R ll f ( 3 ,1 5•J·-:'~ ) 
i snca FORMATC 5 X, ~T R IAL @ ,1 0 X, ~T~,2 3 X,@TAU0 ~ , 2 1x, @R ATI Oi ,l 8X , 
1 :lflo'OfCR SPC@,/) 
r-.tJ= .. 
999 TAU D=G . < 
CALL f{ATJCl (A, SA) 
~C L O (Il) = A<Il)/SA 
SPS=4 7.1 3/T 
\.'RJ11· ( 3 ,! SOOg )l'.l fJ ,T,T AUO,ROll) ( II ),SPS 
l ~OG 9 ~CR~AT ( 5 X,I3, 2 x, n20 .1 2 , ~x , n20 .1 2 ,sx, 020 .12,5x,F1 C .4) 
TAlJ fJ= ll.*T 
CALL RATI O(A, SA ) 
RC LC CII+l) =A (II+ll/ SA 
hR I T[( 3 , 1 5~C'u )T ,T/\UD, Rll l D( I I+l) 
1 '>5CC FCRM AT(l (i X,020 .1 2 , s x, i..;2n .1 2 , '.> x, c20 .12,sx, @THI S IS 2!\!IJ@, 
l L DE T ACT SfP FCR 2 NO ME ~ nER OF CHAIN@ ,/) 
T=T*l.414214 
MM=M~+l 
IF (T-47.)999,g99,1 
1 II=I I+l 
11111 FOR~AT (202C.12) 
REAU ( 1,11111> T,TAUO 
STEP=l.D1 J 
MM=C 
CALL RATIC (A,SA) 
RCLOCII)=A{II)/SA 
~~RITc(3,lC03) 
10C3 FORMAT(ll.X,///) 
WRI T E ( 3,lC Q4)ME~BRflI ) 
10C4 FOR~AT(l CX, A B ) 
1COC5 FCRMAT(2 CX,~II=@ ,I3) 
WR I TE (3,10C')5 ) II 
68 
lCOC6 FORMAT (10X,@STARTI~G RATI0=@,020.12) 
WRITF (3,10CP6) ROLO(Jl) 
1C007 FGKMAT (2 0X , ~STAR TING POINT AT T=@,02c.12 , s x, ~TAUO=~ , 
1 02(.'. 12) 
WRITc ( 3yl0fC7) T,TAUD 
~C? FCR~AT (l CX,~STARTlNG STEP S IZE =@ ,02~.12) 
~RIT ~ (3, 5~2 ) STEP 
nRITt.(3,lCOC8) 
10008 FOKMAT(5X,@T~IAL@,1CX,@T@,23X,@T AUOi , 20X,@R ATI Oi , 18X , 
l @STE::P SIZbi),/) 
2 CALL AT<SDlT,OlTJ 
CALL ATAU(SOlTAU,OlTAU) 
CALL ATT( SD2T,D2T ) 
CALL ATAUTA (S02TAU,D2TAU) 
SA2=SA•SA 
SA4=SA**4 
FR(l)=(01T(lJ)•SA-A(IIl*SD l T )/SA2 
FR(2)=(rlTAU(lll•SA-A(ll)•SDlTAU )/SA2 
FRR(l,1) = ((0 2T (Jl)*SA-A(ll)•SD2T-DlT{ll)•SOlT•2.000)•SA2 
l+A(ll) •SA•\~lT•5UlT•2.0CO )/SA4 
FR R ( 1 , 2 ) = ( ( P--' T ( I I ) ii-S A-D l T l l I ) *SC 1 T AU-0 l TAU ( I I ) *SD 1 T 
1-A( I I} •Sl l2T)•SA?+A ( II )•SA*SDlT•SOlTAU•2.000 )/ SA4 
FRRC2,l) =f RR(l,2) 
FRR(2,2} ~ ((0?TAU<IIl*SA-A(ll)•SC2TAU-DlTAU lll)• S01TAU• 
1?. . 01 i C' ) * SA?+ A ( T I ) If SA* S l"1 1TAU*S01T/\U•2. G DO ) IS A4 
FRF RR=FRR (l 7 l )•FRR( 2 ,?)-FRR(l,2 )•FRR(2,l ) 
I F ( f R F R.1-< ) 6 , 1 2 , (., 
6 fRRl2,l)= FR~Cl,l ) 
FRRC1,l)=FRR(2,2)/FRFRR 
FRR(?,2):FRRC2,l)/FRFRR 
FRR(l,2) : -FRR(l,2)/FRFRR 
FRR ( 2,l)=FRR(l 7 2) 
M1"'=1Vf"+l 
C 0 NS T: 0 • n {.l 
DO rq I= 1, 2 
69 
no 5 1 J=1,2 
51 CONSl=CONS T+ FR (J)•FRR (J,I)• FR (I) 
IF( CC~ST) 52 ,12,54 
52 CONS T=-C ONS T 
ROOT=-1. 0DO•DSQR T(CONST) 
GC TC 5~ 
54 RCOT=CSQRT (C ONST) 
55 no '>6 1=1,2 
DELTA ( I )= C . C ~ 
DO '56 J=l, 2 
56 l)ELTA(l)=-(STEP/ROOT)•(FRRCI,J)*F R(J))+CELTA(l) 
SAVT=T 
SAVTAU =TAUD 
~7 T=SAVT+ OF LTA(l) 
TAUO= SAVTA U+ DE LTA(2) 
66 CALL RATIO (A,SA) 
~NE~ <II) = A(ll)/SA 
IF< RNE W(ll)-ROL C(IJ )) 63 ,19,6 2 
62 RGLO (II)=RNEW(ll) 
1C OC9 FORMAT(5X ,J 3,2x,020 .1 2,5x,020.12,sx,020. 12,sx , 020.12> 
W~ If E (3,10009)~M,T,TAUO,RNE~(ll),STEP 
GO TC 2 
63 Ir( RNE W(II)-ROL C(l l )+l.C0-9)58,19,19 
'>R MULT=.~CC 
<lTEP=STEP*MULT 
DO 61 I =l, 2 
61 DE LTA(l) =MUL T*CE LTA(l ) 
NN=l 
IF(DAOS(~ELTA<NN))-.lD-lO)BG,80,57 
?0 IF(DABS(DELTA(NN+ l)) -.10-10 ) 19 7 19 , 57 
1C01C FO~MAT(lGX,@II=i 7 I3,5X,JMAXIMUM RATI 0=@,02C .1 2) 
19 ~ RI T t ( 3,lC010 ) II,ROLD{ ll) 
IF(I I+l-N>l, 12 , 12 
12 GO TO 13 
ENO 
70 
SUBROU TIN E RATJ r CA, SA) 
COMMCN OfC AY(8),P( 8 ), Pl ( 8 ), SUM ( 8 },T FR M(8),TERM 2 ( 8 ),T, 
lTAUO,N,Ltll 
~OUBL[ PRCC I S I O~ A( 8 ), 0ECAY,P,PI, S UM ,T ERM ,T ERM2,T,T AUO , 
l CE XP , SA , OABS 
SA =C. O•_ 
r.c 4C C T= l, N 
A<I> =o . oc. 
LL=MH.(l (J,L) 
0 0 3CO 1" = 1,LL 
CALL PRDC T ( M, J ) 
SUM (f>') =C . CO 
no 2CG J =tJ.,I 
IF( OABS < rECAY(J)•T)-174 . 00 ) 5~0 , 6C0 , 60C 
5CC I F( OAAS ( DEC AY(J}*TA U0 ) -174 . 0C )7 CC ,9C0 , 9 0C 
6CO IF( f'!A3S ( OECAY(J)•TAU0 )-174.C 0 ) 8 00 ,9C0 ,90 0 
900 TEKM(J ) =C . 00 
GC r e 2CO 
BOC TE RM (J) =OC XP(-OECAY(J)•TAUO)/ ( OEC AY(J ) •PI (J)) 
GC TC 2CO 
1C O TER~ (J) = (l. CDO-CE XP ( -OEC AY( J)•T )l•OEXP (-OECAY(J)•TAUD )/ 
l ( OFC AY(J)•PI(J)) 
2CC SUMC~ > =SUM (M)+T tR ~(J) 
CA LL Sll !VMTN (M, J ) 
3C0 A(l) =A(l) +T ERM 2 ( M) 
4CO SA=SA+ A(I) 
RE TU RN 
Ei\ O 
71 
SUBRCU TI NE AT(SClT, DlT) 
C OM~DN CE CAY( 8 ), P ( 8 ),Pl( 8 ), SUM( 8 ),T ERM( 8 ),TE RM 2( 8 ), T , 
l TA UO , N, L,11 
OOUR LE PRE CI SION OEC AY,P,PI, SUM,T ERM,TE RM2,T,TAUO , 
1SD 1T, 0 1T( 8 ), 0E XP, OAB S 
SD lT =O . CO 
DO 4CG I=l, N 
DlT( I )=0 . 00 
LL= MI NO (I,L) 
DO 3CC l"= l,LL 
SUM( tJ )= O. DO 
DO 2CC J= M,J 
lF( DABS ( DE CAY(J)•(T+TAU0 ))-174. DO IS CC ,60C ,6C O 
600 TERM (J)= n . oo 
GO TC 2C :J 
~cc TERM CJ) =DE XP(- DEC AY(J}•(T+TAUO))/PI(J) 
2CC SU M ( ~ ) =SU~(~)+T eR~ (J) 
CALL SUMMTN (M,I) 
30 (' 1j lT( l)= f; lT(l)+T ER M2(M) 
4CC SOlT =SDlT+Gl T(l) 
RE TURN 
El\ D 
72 
SUR'U UTI NE: ATAU( SO lf AIJ, IHTAU) 
CC Mt-: Ct-. D F CAY ( A ) , P ( 8 ) , P I ( B ) , SU t-' ( 8 ) , T ERM ( 8 ) t TE RM 2 ( ;1 l , T , 
l TA Ull , N,L, I I 
DOUB LE PRE CT S I ON 0£CAY,P,PI, SUM,T FRM,TERM2,T,TAUO, 
l SOlT~U , C lTAU( 8 ), 0 EXP,CABS 
SClTAU= C. 00 
no 4 CC I = l, N 
DlTA lJ (l) =C .CG 
Ll=MI N·J (J,L) 
DO 3 CO r-:= 1 , LL 
SUtv'(t-') =C . CO 
00 2C C J =M,I 
IF( D A BS ( OECAY(J)•T)-174. 00 )5C0 , 6C ~ ,60C 
5Cu IF( DAe S <DECAY(J)•TAUD)-174. 0C )7 C0 ,9 GJ ,9CC 
6CG IF( P ABS( OECAY(J)•TAUD)-174. D0 )8 00 ,9 0C ,9CC 
9CC TERM (J)=C.OC' 
GO TC 2C' 
RCO TER~ (J) = - DE XP(- CECAY(J)•TAU D )/Pl(J) 
GO TC 2CC 
70 C TERM (J) =-(1. CDC - OEX P C- DC CAY(J)•T))• OE XP(-O ECAY(J) 
l•TA UC )/PI(J) 
?00 SUM(~)= SUM (M)+T ER M(J) 
CALL SU~MTN (~,T) 
3CL DlT f\ U(I l =D lTAU(I)+TFRM 2 (M) 
4 ( ( S O lT~U=S D lTAU+DlTAU(l) 
P.E TUR I\ 
END 
73 
SUHRCUTTNE ATT ( S02T , 02Tl 
COM~ON CFCAY ( 8 ),P( 8 ),Pl( 8 ), S UM( 8 ),T ER~ ( 8 l,T ERM2( 8 ),T, 
lTAU') , N,L,JI 
DOUHLE PRECIS I OI\ DECA Y, P,PI,SUM,T ERM,TERM2 , T,TA UO,SD2T, 
102 T( 8 ), 0CX P, DABS 
S02T=C . O\I 
00 4CC I = l, N 
02T C l )=<' . 00 
LL=MI1'1 J (I,L) 
lJ O JCC ~ = l.,ll 
SlJM Ct-'l =C. 00 
00 2CC J=M,I 
IF( DABSC DE CAY(J) •(T+TAU0))-174 . 00)5CG ,600,6CC 
6CC T ER~(J)= C . OC 
GO TC 2C0 
5CO TE R~(J ) =-DECAY(J)•DEXP{-OEC AY(J)•(T+TAUD))/Pl(J) 
20C SUM(M ) =SU~ (~)+T ERM {J) 
CALL su~~TN (M, J) 
3 CC 02 T(l)=C2 TCI)+T FRM2 ( M) 
4CG SD2T=SD2T+D2T(l) 
RE lU RI\ 
END 
74 
SUBROUTINE ATAUTACS02TAU,02TAU) 
COMMC~ CEC AYC 8 ),P(8),P!( 8 ), SUM( 8 ),T ER~(8),TE RM2 ( 8 ),T, 
lTAUO,N,L,II 
DOUBLE P~ECISION OECAY,P,PI,SUM,TERM,TERM2,T,TAUO, 
1S02TAU , D2 TAU(8}, DEXP,DA BS 
S02TAU =O. CO 
DO 400 I =l , N 
fl2 TAU {l)=C.OO 
LL=,...IN D(l,L) 
DO 3CO !V=l,LL 
SUM (t')=C.CO 
UO 2CC J =M ,J 
IF(OABS(OECAY(J)•T)-174.00)500,600 , 60C 
5 CC IF( DA8S(DECAY(J)*TAUD)-174.D0)7CG,9C 0 ,9CO 
6CO IFC CABSC DECAYCJ)•TAUD)-174.COl800,9C0,9GO 
9CC TERM(J)=O.DC 
GO T 0 2LC• 
ACO TERM(J)=O ECAY(J)•DEXP(-QECAY(J)*TAUD)/Pl(J) 
GO TC 2C ·:; 
700 TER M(J) =OE CAY(J)•(l. 000-DEXP(-OECAY(J)*l))• 
lDEXP(-D ECA Y(J)•TAUO)/Pl(J) 
2CO SUM(t' )= SUM (M)+T ERM (J) 
CALL SUMMTN (M,I) 
300 Ll2TAU( l) =C2 TAU(J)+T ERM2 (M) 
4C O S02TAU=SD2TAU+D2TAU(l) 
RETURN 
cND 
75 
SUBROUTI NE SUMMTN(M,I) 
CGM~CN CEC AY( 8 ),P( 8 ),PI( 8 ), SUM ( 8 ),T ERM(8),TERM2(8 ), T, 
lTAUO , N,L,JI 
DOUB LE PRE CISIO N DECAY,P,PI , SUM , TERM,TERM2 , T,TA LO , 
l PROO , CEXP 
TERM2(M)=O . OO 
PROO=l . OJ 
Ml=M 
299 PROD=PRGD • OECAY( Mll 
IF( ~ l-Il3C l,302,302 
301 Ml =M l+l 
GO TC 299 
3C2 PROO=PRCC•P (~) 
TER~ 2 (M)=PROD•SUM(M) 
RE TURN 
f.ND 
76 
SUBROUTI NE PRDCT (M,1) 
CO MMON DEC AY(8),P(8),Pl( 8 ),SUM( 8 ),TERM(8) 7 TERM 2( 8 ),T, 
lTAUO,N,L,II 
DOUBLE PRE CISIO N DECAY,P,PI 9 SUM,TERM,TERM2,T,TAUD,D EXP 
DO 1 00 J=M,I 
PI(J)= l . CO 
DO l Cl K=M,I 
IF(K-J)l 0 2,1 01,10 2 
10 2 P I(J)=Pl(J)•( DECAY(K)-DE CAY(J)) 
10 1 CONTI NUE 
100 CONTI NUE 
RETU RN 
END 
